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Abstract
This article describes the diagnosis and diagnosis of alimentary infertility in the dairy cows, clinical
signs, and blood.
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Introduction
A number of decrees and resolutions of our President outline important tasks aimed at further
improving the availability of cheap and high-quality livestock products based on intensive
development of livestock in the Republic. In particular, the strategy of development of
Uzbekistan for 2017-2021 aims to increase the number of cattle by 3165 thousand heads by
2021, the number of sheep and goats by 4281 thousand heads and the number of poultry by
31,200,000. As a result, milk production is expected to reach 4177,000 tonnes, meat
production - 519,000, fish - 90,000, honey - 13.7,000 tonnes and eggs - 4,100,000 tonnes.
Micronutrients play a major role in non-communicable diseases of animals that hinder the
effective solution of these problems.
The economic losses of the cows in farms of the Republic are caused by increased nutritional
losses due to diseases of vitamins and minerals metabolism, loss of productivity and
nutritional value of livestock products, infertility of maternal animals, and birth of children
with poor and vitality. Therefore, the study of the causes of the disease, the importance of
alimentary factors at its origin, the development and implementation of effective methods of
preventing early detection of mechanisms of disease development is one of the most urgent
problems in the field of veterinary science and practice today.
Insufficient nutrition of animals leads to disturbance of metabolism, functional and
morphological changes in cows' genes and shortening (alimeter infertility). Inadequate
nutrition has a negative effect, especially in the last two months of milking. Also, 50% of cows
that are not fully nourished in winter and spring do not recover in summer. Therefore, calcium,
phosphorus, carotene, protein and reserve alkalinity in cows and heifers should be monitored
periodically, especially in winter and spring, to control the metabolism and regulation of
nutrition in each household [1].
Avoid prolonged silage or silage-concentrate feeding to prevent alimentary infertility, ensure
that hay and concentrate are sufficient in the diet, the fiber in the diet is 18% of its dry matter,
and the phosphorus-calcium ratio is 1.5: 2. Required.
Purpose of the study
To study the effect of the drug Introvit A + WS on the prevention of infertility in productive
cows.
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The objectives of the study
To study the effect of Introvit A + WS, take into account peculiarities of infertility in
productive cows, morphobiochemical indications of blood and fertilization of cows.
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hemoglobin - 3.2 g/l, glucose - 0.19 mmol/l, total protein - 2.4
g/l, alkaline reserve. A decrease of 1.6% was reported in the
S02%. This may be explained by the fact that the
morphobiochemical performance of blood in the cows in this
group worsens until the end of lactation.
Examining cows every 20 days, the experiments finally
showed that 2 of the 5 cows were fertilized - 100: 5X2 = 40%.
Cows in the cows in the experimental group improved
compared with baseline values, ranging from 4.9±1.5
million/μL in blood to 5.64±1.3 million/μg, and 88.5±1.17
g/mL. l to 1,06,8±2,15 g / l, glucose - 1,77±0.08 mmol/l to
2,54±0,08 mmol/l, total protein - 68,4±1, From 32 g/l to
74.1±0.86 g/l, an increase in alkaline reserves was
46.3±1.18% and from S02 to 48.9±1.18% S02. Improvement
of some morphobiochemical parameters of blood within
physiological norms can be explained by the fact that the
drugs used have a positive effect on metabolism in cows.
Every 20 days, cows insemination was tested by two groups
of 100 cows, 100: 5X2 = 40%.
Testing the insemination of cows every 20 days, the end of
the experiments was 4 out of 5 cows that were 100:
5X4=80%.
Keeping dairy cows all year-round and lacking to feed them
can lead to increased vitamin and mineral metabolic disorders
and infertility.

Object and subject of research
The studies were conducted on productive cows in cattle
farms and analyzed the hemoglobin and erythrocyte content in
their blood, and the basic nutritional patterns and ration
structure were studied.
Methods and materials of investigation
In order to investigate the prevalence and causes of infertility
in dairy cows in the farm “The Mustafakul polvon field” in
Bulungir district, Samarkand region, organized the 1st
experimental and 2 control groups of 5, in each of the five
identified infertility cows. They are pre-trial and clinical trials
every 10 days. Laboratory tests on blood samples and vaginal
fluid were performed.
Clinical studies revealed the general condition of the cow,
obesity, appetite, mucous membrane, skin and skin cover,
position of the limbs, genital lips, vagina and cervix, uterine
horns and ovaries.
The storage conditions and feeding of cows were analyzed,
including microclimate in cows, floor condition, composition
and nutritional status of the cows, laboratory analysis of the
content of cows' nutrients.
Dairy cows were given 50 g of monoculture phosphorus and 5
g of Introvit A + WS supplement feed in addition to the main
diet within 30 days after the cow's birth to supplement the diet
with vitamins, macro- and micronutrients. Milk cows in the
second (control) group were fed only in the ration (HR).
Cows in the experimental and control groups were tested once
every 20 days prior to the start of the experiment and blood
samples from them were analyzed for morphobiochemical
performance and microelements content (copper, cobalt,
manganese and zinc).
By the end of the experiments, the clinical and physiological
characteristics of milk cows in the experimental group did not
differ significantly from the norm. In cows in the control
group, they were unresponsive to external influences,
decreased appetite and fluctuations, decreased rheumatism
and contraction of the stomach, mucous membranes, anemia,
thinning of skin coat around the eyes and lips, collars, and
lasting pigmentation. Clinical signs of mineral and vitamin
metabolism, such as swelling of the teeth, reduction of skin
coating, reduction of horns and hooves i [4].

Conclusions
Improvement
of
clinical-physiological
status
and
morphobiochemical indicators of blood within 30 days of
intravenous administration of intravenous A + WS in
combination with intravenous feeds for 30 days in order to
prevent infertility caused by metabolic disorders in dairy
cows. provides. It also helps prevent infertility in cows and
increase the percentage of breeding by 40%.
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Results and discussion
In dairy cows in the experimental group, the mean heart rate
was 74.5±2.5 times per minute before starting the
experiments, and at the end of the experiments it was
65.4±2.4 times, respiratory rate 27.6±2.3 times. , 3±2.5 times
thinning and an increase in 5-min movement of the abdominal
wall from 5.5±0.5 times to 10.4±0.8 times (8–12 times within
5 minutes). This suggests that the cows have normalized
digestive processes.
In the cows in the control group, the clinical performance was
worsened by the end of the experiment, ie, 77.5±3.2 minutes
per minute, respiratory rate increase by 27.6±3.2 times, and
5.6 minutes for the large abdominal wall movement.
Reduction of ±0.5-fold, as well as clinical signs for
myeloidosis was characteristic.
While some morphobiochemical indicators of milk in the
experimental cows were similar in all groups prior to
initiation of the experiments, it was noted that in the control
group, the cows in the control group worsened by the end of
the experiments and in the cows in the experimental group.
By the end of the experiment, the average number of red
blood cells in the control cows was 0.51 million/µl,
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